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1. Introduction

The regulation of cellular processes by the modulation
of protein phosphorylation/dephosphorylation is funda-
mental to a large number of, if not all, physiological
functions. The phosphorylation level of a given protein
is governed by the balance between two enzyme activi-
ties: protein kinases which transfer phosphate from
ATP to the protein (phosphorylation) and protein phos-
phatases which catalyze the reverse reaction (dephos-
phorylation). It is considered that over 30% of all cellular
proteins are subject to phosphorylation at one or more
residues, and eukaryotic cells have been estimated to
possess 575 kinase genes or 2% of the genome (given
that the estimated total number of genes is 30-40000).1
Protein kinases are integral components of cell signal
transduction pathways, and the regulation of many of
these protein kinases in response to extracellular signals
is well understood.

Virtually every disease has, at its core, a deficiency
in cellular signaling such that protein kinases are
considered viable targets for the design of novel thera-
peutics. Understanding the role of protein phosphatases
in these systems has lagged considerably behind that
of protein kinases. Indeed, until recently, protein phos-
phatases were considered relatively nonspecific, unso-

phisticated enzymes that existed only to reverse the
actions of protein kinases. It is now widely acknowl-
edged that the regulation of protein phosphorylation
requires the coordinated control of both kinases and
phosphatases and that the regulation of phosphatases
is as complex and elegant as that of kinases, perhaps
more so. Genomic data suggests that there are 13 genes
and 15 proteins in the PPP family and an additional 10
genes in the PPM family. Thus the serine/threonine
protein phosphatases comprise <0.1% of the human
genome.2

To view protein phosphatases as simply molecular “off
switches” is clearly an oversimplification of their roles
as “rheostats” governing the fine control of some pro-
cesses, and in some cases the major point of control is
emerging. Consequently, protein phosphatases are be-
ginning to be linked with the etiology or control of
disease processes. In the past decade there has been a
substantial increase in effort to elucidate their biological
roles, and thus their potential medical implications.
Protein phosphatases that dephosphorylate tyrosine or
serine and threonine represent distinct classes of en-
zyme, and each class warrants separate consideration.
In this review, discussion is limited to only the serine/
threonine protein phosphatases. We discuss some of the
opportunities, implications, and limitations of utilizing
the “inhibition of serine-threonine protein phosphatases
as a therapeutic strategy”.

2. Classification of Protein Phosphatases
Serine/threonine protein phosphatases can be classi-

fied into two families according to homology between
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the amino acid sequences of the catalytic subunits.
Within each gene family the major catalytic subunits
represent the most highly conserved enzymes known,
yet they have considerable functional diversity.3 While
these catalytic subunits have a number of isoforms and
in some cases distinct subcellular locations, as listed in
Table 1, they are all highly homologous, and their
existence alone cannot account for the diversity and
specificity of phosphatase action. Moreover, this diver-
sity of function and specificity of action is derived
essentially from the association of distinct and diverse
regulatory proteins with the catalytic subunits. The
major representatives of the so-called PhosphoProtein-
Phosphatase (PPP) family (Table 1) comprise PP1,
PP2A, and PP2B, while the principle member of the
PPM family is PP2C. The latter family is characterized
by an absolute requirement for a metal ion, particularly
magnesium, for activity. While these protein phos-
phatases constitute the majority of serine/threonine
dephosphorylation in all eukaryotic cells, a number of
additional novel members of the PPP family have been
discovered (largely by molecular cloning), which are
expressed at relatively low abundance3 and are minor
contributors to overall dephosphorylation.3 Nonetheless,
these more obscure phosphatases (Table 2) may still
lend themselves as good targets for drug design.

Although these phosphatases share a common cata-
lytic domain structure, PP1 and PP2A can be distin-

guished from PP2B (Calcineurin) in that the latter
enzyme is dependent upon Calmodulin/Ca2+ for maxi-
mal activity.36 Similarly, the effects of PP1 and PP2A
can be distinguished by two heat stable proteins,
inhibitor-1 (I-1) and inhibitor-2 (I-2), which bind to the
catalytic subunit and uniquely inhibit PP1.40 A number
of other distinct proteins (regulatory subunits) (see
Table 1) also bind the catalytic subunit of PP1 and serve
to direct the enzyme toward distinct subcellular loca-
tions and/or modify the activity toward specific sub-
strates.32 Despite the lack of primary structure homol-
ogy between these regulatory proteins, a PP1 binding
motif (RVXF) has been found in the majority of these,
including inhibitor-1, suggesting that the same domain
is required for regulatory binding.41 PP2A exists in vivo
as a trimeric complex. The highly conserved A regula-
tory subunit serves the role of a core scaffold protein
with heterogeneity being introduced by the association
of other proteins with the AC core. A number of B
regulatory subunits have been identified which have
little primary sequence homology, but as with PP1
regulatory subunits, these are believed to be involved
in the subcellular targeting of PP2A and the modulation
of substrate dephosphorylation.32 PP2B consists of two
tightly associated subunits, calcineurin A (60 kDa) and
calcineurin B (19 kDa). The A-subunit shares high
sequence homology with PP1 and PP2A, while the
B-subunit contains four Ca2+ binding sites.42

Members of the PPM family are also widely distrib-
uted but share no primary sequence homology with the
PPP family.3 PP2C is the predominant member of this
family and is present in all mammalian cells. Other
members identified to date are pyruvate dehydrogenase
phosphatase, ABI1, KAPP-1, and SPOIIE phosphatase.
Activity of PP2C is dependent upon Mg2+ with half-
maximal activation being produced by physiological
levels of Mg2+. Thus PP2C is considered to be consti-
tutively active in vivo. It also appears to be monomeric,
and no regulatory proteins or mechanisms have thus
far been identified. Compared with the PPP phos-

Table 1. PPP and PPM Families of Serine/Threonine Phosphatases

protein phosphatase
major catalytic subunits characteristic isoforms regulatory proteins refs

PP1 IC50 for okadaic acid is 10-50 nM R, â (or δ),
γ1, γ2

I-1, DARPP-32, I-2, Gm, Gl, M110+M21, NIPP-1,
RIPP-1, R110, Spinophilin, Yotiao, PNUTS,
PTG, AKAP220, sds22, p53BP2, GAC1,
splicing factor, R5, CPI17

4-16

PP2A IC50 for okadaic acid is 0.5 nM R, â A subunit, B subunit (PR55, B56, PR72 families)
SV40 small T antigen, Polyoma middle T antigen,
Polyoma small T antigen, SET, eRF1, NCp7,
Vpr, cyclin G, Tau, p107, CamPKIV, PKC, p70 S6
kinase, Phap-1, HRX, APC protein, axin, alpha4,
PTPA, G-substrate

17-35

PP2B Ca(II)-dependent; IC50 for okadaic
acid is >2000 nM

R, â, γ B subunit, Calmodulin, AKAP79/150, FKBP12,
cyclophilin, Cain.

36-39

PP2C Mg(II)-dependent; not inhibited by
okadaic acid

PP3 IC50 for okadaic acid is 4 nM

novel catalytic subunits homology refs

PP5 PP1, PP2A, PP2B 3
RdgC/PPEF PP5 3
PP7 PP5 3
PPY, PPZ, PPQ PP1 3
PP4 PP2A 3
PPG PP2A 3
PP6, PPV, SIT4 PP2A 3

Table 2. Novel Members of the PPP and PPM Families of
Serine/Threonine Phosphatases

protein
phosphatase homology

regulatory
proteinsa refs

PP5 PP1, PP2A, PP2B - 3
RdgC/PPEF PP5 - 3
PP7 PP5 - 3
PPY, PPZ, PPQ PP1 - 3
PP4 PP2A - 3
PPG PP2A - 3
PP6, PPV, SIT4 PP2A - 3

a Hyphen (-) ) none yet reported.
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phatases, substrates for PP2C appear to be restricted
and overlap with the PPP family such that the specific
roles for PP2C remain unclear.3 However, a common
theme of all the PPM phosphatases is their involvement
in the molecular response to cellular stress.43

3. Natural Phosphatase Inhibitors

While many protein phosphatase inhibitors are known,
only a few show potential for therapeutic use (see
section 5). However, by understanding the interaction
and mechanism involved in the inhibition of this family
of enzymes, new agents that are better designed for
therapeutic use may evolve. To achieve this goal we
need to understand the role of protein phosphatases in
biological reactions, the mechanism of inhibition, and
methods of modifying old inhibitors or synthesizing new
ones.

Endogenous Inhibitors. A number of intracellular
endogenous inhibitors of the serine-threonine protein
phosphatases have provided insight into the regulatory
mechanisms governing phosphatase activity (Table
3).44-47 For example, PP1 is regulated by the heat stable
proteins, I-1, the related homologue DARPP-32 (dopam-
ine and cAMP regulated phosphoprotein of Mr 32, 000),
and I-2. Phosphorylation of I-1 (at Thr-35) or DARPP-
32 (at Thr-34) by cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA)
converts them into potent inhibitors of PP1. PP2A on
the other hand is regulated via its own specific inhibi-
tor-1 (I-1PP2A) and inhibitor-2 (I-2PP2A) proteins. No
endogenous inhibitors of PP2B or PP2C are known.

Exogenous Inhibitors. Numerous exogenous inhibi-
tors of protein phosphatases are also known (Table 4),
most of which are natural toxins. These toxins are often

utilized and/or secreted as a predatory defense mecha-
nism. Interestingly, most of these agents appear to
target PP1 and PP2A, but not PP2B. In the case of PP1
and PP2A, the major inhibitors and their synthetic
analogues are grouped together and called the okadaic
acid class of compounds. As shown in Table 4, the origin,
potency, and selectivity of these inhibitors is as diverse
as their individual structures.

Okadaic acid (1) is a marine polypeptide and was the
first of these inhibitors discovered.55,56 It was initially
isolated from the marine sponges Halicondria okadai
and Halicondria melanodocia but is produced by dino-
flagellates and is the causative agent of diarrhetic
seafood poisoning.

Tautomycin (2) was isolated from Streptomyces
spiroverticillatus and exhibits antifungal activity and
hepatotoxicity and is the first small molecule inhibitor
to display preferential inhibition of PP1 (5-fold versus
PP2A inhibition).58 Tautomycetin (3) is a close analogue,
but no inhibition data has yet been reported.59

The synthesis of an intriguing okadaic acid-tautomy-
cin hybrid, okadamycin (4), has recently been reported.57

Table 3. Endogenous Protein Inhibitors of the Catalytic
Subunits of PP1 and PP2A

inhibitor (source) PP1 PP2A refa

DARPP-32 (human brain, kidney) 0.45 nM NIb 48
inhibitor-1 (mammalian tissues) 0.45 nM NI 48
inhibitor-2 (mammalian tissues) 0.8 nM NI 48
NIPP-1 (eukaryotic nuclei) <1 pM NI 48
I-1PP2A (mammalian nuclei) NI 4 nM 48
I-2PP2A (mammalian nuclei) NI 2 nM 48

a And references therein. b NI ) no inhibition.

Table 4. Protein Phosphatase Inhibition by Natural Products

IC50

inhibitor (source) PP1 PP2A PP2B PP2C PP4 PP5 ref

okadaic acid (1) (dinoflagellates) 3 nM 0.2-1 nM >10 mM NI 0.2 nM - 48
tautomycin (2) (bacteria) 0.7 nM 0.7 nM ∼70 mM NI - - 48
microcystin-LR (5) (blue-green algae) 0.1 nM 0.1 nM - NI 8 pM >1 nM 48
nodularin-V (6) (blue-green algae) 1.8 nM 0.03 nM 8.7 mM NI - - 48
calyculin (7) (marine sponge) 0.3-0.7 nM 0.2-1 nM >10 mM NI - <3 nM 48
thyrisiferyl-23 acetate (8) (red algae) >1 mM 4-16 µM >10 mM - - - 48
fostriecin (9) (bacteria) 131 µM 3.4 nM - - - - 48
cantharidin (10) (blister beetles) 0.5-2 µM 0.2 µM >1 mM - - - 48
cantharidic acid (11) 0.6 µM 0.05 µΜ - >1 M - - 48
palasonin (seeds) (12) 0.7 µM 0.12 µM - >1 M - - 49
isopalinurin (13) (marine sponge) a a - - - - 50
dragmacidins (14, 15) (marine sponge) a a - - - - 51
discorhabdin P (17) (marine sponge) - - 1.15 µM - - - 52
FK506 (18) (bacteria) 0.5 nM 53
cyclosporin-A (19) (fungus) 5 nM 53
cyclolineopeptide-A (20) (CLA) (linseed oil) 5-10 µMb 54
a Potency is described as “high micromolar to millimolar”. b CLA at concentrations of 5-10 mM was able to inhibit the calcineurin

activity of activated lymphocyte extracts (see ref 52); NI ) no inhibition, hyphen (-) ) not determined.
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Although it is claimed to be a potent inhibitor of PP2A,
no substantiating data was reported.

The cyclic peptides, exemplified by the microcystins
(microcystin-LR, (5)) and the nodularins, were initially
isolated from blue-green algae and are essentially
equipotent inhibitors of PP1 and PP2A, but poor inhibi-
tors of PP2B and PP2C.60-62 Motuporin, also known as
nodularin-V (6), was isolated from a marine sponge.63

The microcystins have the general structure cyclo(D-Ala-
L-X-D-erythro-â-methylisoasp-L-Y-Adda-D-isoGlu-N-me-
thyldehydroAla) where X and Y are variable L-amino
acids. Nodularin lacks the variable L-amino acids and
D-Ala while the N-methyldehydroAla is replaced by the
methyl analogue, N-methyldehydroaminobutyric acid.

The calyculins A to H (calyculin-A (7)) were isolated
from the marine sponge Discodermia calyx64-67 differing
only in the C2 and C6 double bond geometries. Caly-
culins A-H are equipotent inhibitors of PP1 and PP2A.

Thyrisiferyl-23-acetate (8) was isolated from the red
algae, L. obtusa, and is a selective PP2A inhibitor. No

structure-activity studies have been reported for this
compound.68

Fostriecin (9) is a structurally novel phosphorus
containing antibiotic that was discovered in a fermenta-
tion broth of a previously undescribed subspecies of
Streptomyces pulveraceus (subspecies fostreus).69 It is
the most selective small molecule inhibitor of the serine/
threonine phosphatases yet discovered. Fostriecin dis-
plays 40000-fold selectivity for PP2A over PP1.

Cantharidin (10) is found in over 1500 species of
blister beetles including Lytta vesicatoria (L.) which
occurs around the Mediterranean area, Lytta tenuicollis
(Pallas) in India, Mylabris spp. in India and China, and
Epicauta spp. in Asia and North America. Cantharidin
and Lytta vesicatoria share the same common name of
Spanish Fly. Cantharidin was found to bind strongly
to the cantharidin binding protein, which was subse-
quently shown to be PP2A. Cantharidin is a moderate
inhibitor of PP1 and PP2A and a weak inhibitor of
PP2C. Similar inhibitory values have been reported for
the closely related cantharidic acid (11) and palasonin
(12).70

There are other small molecule inhibitors of PP1 and
PP2A that are structurally simpler than the main
okadaic acid class of compounds including isopalinurin
(13)50 and dragmacidin-D and -E (14, 15).51 Although
these compounds are described as phosphatase inhibi-
tors, with dragmacidin-D (14) portrayed as a selective
inhibitor of PP1, the potency of these agents is quite
low (high micro- to millimolar range), with no actual
values reported. The poor stability of these compounds
under assay conditions may also confound such data.

The phenyl phosphates (16) represent the first re-
ported (mechanism based) small molecule inhibitors of
PP2B, although only weak inhibitors with a Ki of 44 mM
when R ) CH2F.52 Discorhabdin P (17) was isolated
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from a deep water Caribbean sponge, genus Batazella,
and was found to be a 1.15 µM inhibitor of PP2B.71

FK506 (18) was isolated from the bacteria Strepto-
myces and was found to be a 0.5 nM inhibitor of PP2B.53

Cyclosporin-A (19) was isolated from a fungus, Toly-
pocladium inflatum, and was found to be a 5 nM
inhibitor of PP2B.53

Cyclolineopeptide-A (CLA) (20) was isolated from
linseed oil and was found to be a 5-10 µM inhibitor of
PP2B.54

4. Structural Features of Protein Phosphatase
Inhibition

Crystal Structures, Molecular Modeling, Struc-
ture-Activity Data, and Inhibition of Protein
Phosphatases. X-ray crystalography and mutagenesis
studies have been utilized to determine the key struc-
tural features of the catalytic domain of protein phos-

phatases. Unfortunately, this direction of research has
been hindered somewhat by the absence of the PP2A
crystal structure, the elucidation of which has become
the “holy grail” of phosphatase research. Nonetheless,
by examining the crystal structure of the catalytic
subunits of PP172,73 and PP2B,74,75 when complexed with
microcystin-LR, or tungstate (a phosphate analogue)
and FK-506/FKBP, respectively, the overall structural
features of the catalytic domains of the two enzymes
appear to be very similar. Both have an NH2-terminal
subdomain containing two metal atoms embedded at the
cores of a conserved phosphoesterase motif, DXH-
(X)nGDXXD(X)nGNHD/E (n ) 25), which is also found
in other phosphoesterases.76 The crystal structure of
PP1 further suggests that catalysis involves nucleophilic
attack by a metal-activated water molecule, and His-
125 is likely to act as a general acid protonating the
leaving group serine (or threonine). Furthermore, Asp-
95 appears to be buried at the active site with a carbonyl
oxygen forming a hydrogen bond with the Nδ atom of
His-125; the location of Asp-95 suggests a catalytic role
in confining the position of His-125 and stabilizing its
protonated state.

Site directed mutagenesis studies of residues present
in the active site of PP1 (summarized in Table 5)77

support this, as the D95A mutant exhibited a large
decrease in kcat (>2000-fold) with no significant change
in Km. Interestingly, none of the acidic groove mutants
(e.g., D220V, E275R) exhibited changes in sensitivity
to any of the toxins. This is in contrast to mutations at
the active site that showed a decreased sensitivity to
microcystin, okadaic acid, and calyculin-A. These changes
are consistent with that predicted by the PP1-micro-
cystin-LR bound structure. For example, Arg-96 hydro-
gen bonded with the carboxylate group of the â-linked
D-erythro-â-methylaspartic acid side-chain of micro-
cystin-LR. The mutation R96A increased the IC50 value
for microcystin-LR to 35 nM, an increase of >2000-fold.
The contribution of the phenolic-hydroxyl was evident
by a 35-fold increase in IC50 in the Y272F mutant.
Notably, the Y272F mutant also caused a decrease in
okadaic acid sensitivity (26-fold) and calyculin-A (107-
fold), suggesting the importance of this residue in
binding.

These results and other earlier mutagenesis studies
highlight the roles of active site residues, not only in
metal binding and catalysis, but also in binding to both
toxins and the phosphorylated inhibitor protein, phos-
pho-DARPP-32.78 The results also suggest that acidic
groove residues influence in some way the interaction
of phospho-DARPP-32 with the active site of PP1.
Mutation of any one of the metal binding ligands
analyzed in these studies (Asp-64, His-66, Asp-92, N124,
and His-248) resulted in a decreased affinity for metal
ion that most likely explains the large decrease in kcat
values observed (Table 5). Interestingly, mutation of
Tyr-272 had no effect on enzyme activity; this is
somewhat surprising considering that this active site
tyrosine is conserved in all of the protein phosphatases.
However, it has been suggested that Tyr-272 in the â12/
â13 loop is in a different position in native PP1 than
that found in the bacterial preparation.72

The relative specificity of the various toxins for PP1
and PP2A appears to be explained in part by specific
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interaction with variable amino acid side chains in the
â12/â13loop.79,80 However, it is less clear why PP2B is
relatively resistant to inhibition, since all of the residues
analyzed in the mutagenesis studies were conserved in
PP2B as well as other protein phosphatases. Unlike
protein kinases, where short peptides encompassing the
phosphorylation site contain similar elements necessary
for efficient enzyme binding, similar studies with the
protein phosphatases have been much less informa-
tive.81 Notably, the catalytic subunit of PP1 does not
dephosphorylate short peptides, while PP2A does so
with high efficiency, and PP2B is intermediate. With
the exception of the R221S mutant, the affinity for
phosphorylase was not affected by any of the mutants
studied. Furthermore, the general substrate specificity
of the acidic groove mutants was unchanged. These
results raise the possibility that basic amino acids in
phosphorylation sites of substrates such as phosphory-
lase may not bind to the acidic groove of PP1. In this
respect, mutation of Asp-71, located in the COOH-
terminal groove, has been found to reduce the affinity
for phosphorylase.78 Furthermore, the autoinhibitory
region of PP2B, which is believed to be a competitive
inhibitor, is located close to the hydrophobic groove, the
active site, and the â12/â13loop, although there are not
extensive contacts outside of the active site.75

A wealth of biochemical data now exists that defines
PP2B as the immunosuppressant target of FK506 and
Cyclosporin-A. Perhaps the most striking feature of the
PP2B-FK506-FKBP12 ternary complex is the 22-
residue B-subunit binding R-helix (BBH) that extends
nearly 40 Å away from the surface of the phosphatase
domain. The FKBP12-FK506 complex binds to PP2B
at the base of the BBH, making contacts with the BBH,
calcineurin-B, and the phosphatase domain of cal-
cineurin-A. Several key residues, including Asp37,
Arg42, His87, and Ile90, are identified as mediators of
PP2B binding by FKBP12-FK506.82-84 The principal
site of interaction between FK506 and PP2B is a
predominantly hydrophobic cleft located at the interface
of calcineurin-B and BBH. In the ternary complex
structure, FK506 is located 25 Å from the phosphatase
active site and, as such, does not participate directly in
PP2B inhibition. Instead FK506 mediates PP2B inhibi-
tion and the immunosuppression that follows by forming
a composite effector surface with structural elements
from FKBP12, which then recognize and bind tightly

to PP2B. The bound FKBP12 physically blocks access
by NF-Atp to PP2B’s active site, not by a direct interac-
tion with that site, but by virtue of its eclipsing position
relative to it. Interestingly, the FKBP12-rapamycin
complex does not inhibit PP2B, even at high concentra-
tion, and rapamycin acts as an antagonist of the
immunosuppressive action of FK506.82

The PP2B active site, located on the surface of the
phosphatase domain, is not in contact with any other
component of the ternary complex. The nearest neigh-
bor, FKBP12, is more than 10 Å removed. The phos-
phatase domain of the A-subunit forms an ellipsoid
about 35 Å × 35 Å × 45 Å in size. The core of the domain
consists of two mixed â-sheets, sheet 1 and sheet 2, that
are flanked on one side by a mixed R/â structure and
on the other by an all R-structure. The two central
â-sheets form a distorted â-sandwich that contains an
open and closed end. At the closed end of the â-sand-
wich, sheet 2 extends above sheet 1. The phosphatase
active site is located above the closed end of the
â-sandwich, formed by the convergence of several loops
and by that portion of sheet 2 that extends above the
â-sandwich. Active site residues are found in loops L2,
L3, L4, and L2 and at the C-termini of strands â2 and
â3. This broad, shallow active site is also consistent with
observations that other serine/threonine protein phos-
phatases are able to catalyze the dephosphorylation of
certain phosphotyrosine substrates as well as their
natural substrates.85

PP2B’s active site contains two metals, Zn2+ and Fe3+,
which agrees well with the crystal structure of purple-
acid phosphatases (PAP) that also includes a Zn2+/Fe3+

pair in its active site.85 The Zn2+ is coordinated by the
side chains Asp118(Oδ2), Asn150(Oδ1), His199(Nε2),
and His281(Nδ1) and by a phosphate oxygen. This
coordination sphere is identical to that of the Zn2+ in
PAP. The preferred octahedral coordination of the Fe3+

is fully satisfied by a single bridging water or OH-. This
water would also be stabilized by its interaction with
the carbonyl oxygen of His281.

The likelihood of structural similarity between sub-
families of the serine/threonine protein phosphatase is
further supported by a comparison of the PP2B active
site residues with the results of mutagenesis studies
carried out on the serine/threonine protein phosphatase
from bacteriophage λ (λ-PPase). This study found that
conservative mutations in λ-PPase of residues corre-

Table 5. Kinetic Analysis and Inhibition of PP1 Mutants by Natural Toxins (Microcystin-LR, Okadaic Acid, and Calyculin-A) and
S-DARPP-32

IC50 nM
PP1 mutation

specific activity
(units/mg) Km, µM Kcat, s-1 microcystin-LR okadaic acid calyculin-A S-DARPP-32

wild-type 34 10.6 39 0.02 45 0.45 115
N124D 2.0 19.8 3.1 200 >5000 >500 >1000
H248N 0.7 5.1 0.5 35 >5000 >500 >1000
D95A 0.03 5.8 0.02 -a - - -
R96A 0.08 6.9 0.09 35 260 58 640
R221S 0.05 105.0 0.2 29 >5000 >500 960
D208A 8.0 23.3 13.3 1.9 >5000 >500 4.2
C127S 49 10.4 58 0.56 78 2.2 250
Y272F 26 5.0 14 0.80 1150 48 310
D220V 30 8.1 30 0.02 28 0.14 210
E256R 36 - - - - - 11
E275R 69 13.2 86 0.01 48 0.4 2.2
E252A:D253A 37 - - - - - 8.6
E252A:D253A:E256R 12 - - - - - 7.0

a Hyphen (-) ) not determined.
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sponding to Asp90, His92, and Asp118 in calcineurin-
A, all involved in metal coordination, resulted in a
million-fold decrease in Kcat.76

Molecular Modeling. Since the early 1990s, molec-
ular modeling approaches have been utilized in at-
tempts to understand the key interaction of protein
phosphatase inhibitors with these enzymes. There have
been numerous modeling studies, including those of
Lanaras,86 Quinn,87 Holmes,88 and Armstrong.89 Al-
though elegantly simple, and addressing the known
structure-activity relationship (SAR) data then avail-
able, the subsequent X-ray of microcystin-LR and PP1
cocrystallization and more complex modeling studies
have suggested that this initial model was an oversim-
plification of the key features required for efficient
binding. In particular, microcystin-LR is bound to PP1
with its cyclic core adopting a pseudo figure-eight
conformation to maximize favorable contacts with the
protein. More recently, these studies have culminated
with the examination of the crystal’s structure of PP1
and the modeled structure of PP2A.90

As a result, a pharmacophore model was developed
that explains the selectivity of the existing natural
toxins toward both PP1 and PP2A, and has been
experimentally supported by the synthesis of potent and
selective microcystin analogues.91 This pharmacophore
requires an acid moiety such as a carboxylate or
phosphate, a hydrophobic tail, and a portion of the
molecule that mimics a peptide binding to a phosphate
recognition domain. Table 6 provides a summary of
points of differential contact in PP1 (crystal) and PP2A
(modeled) observed in these studies.

Structure-Activity Relationships (SAR). There
has been limited SAR studies conducted on the okadaic
acid class of compounds, largely due to the protracted
and complex nature of their synthesis. However, there
has been a significant amount of information gathered
about key structural features of selected members of this
class of compounds.

In the case of okadaic acid, SAR studies have shown
that esterification, removal of the carboxylate, com-
pletely removes activity although, curiously, DTX-4 (21)
bearing a sulfated polyol ester is only 10-50-fold less
potent than okadaic acid;92 ozonolysis of the C14-C15
double bond followed by reduction to two spiroketal
fragments affords weak inhibitors of phosphorylated
histone H1. The 7-hydroxyl is not important for binding;
the 2-hydroxyl is crucial, modification or removal de-
stroys the inhibitory activity. From these data it seems
probable that the -COOH moiety is acting as a phos-
phoryl mimic, and the C2, C24, and C27 hydroxyls may
be involved in intra- or intermolecular hydrogen bonding
interactions.93-95

Recently, Forsyth et al.96 have developed a novel
okadaic acid analogue lacking the hydrophobic domain
which results in a significant decrease in activity
against PP1 and PP2A.96 At the same time, Forsyth et
al. showed that the C1-C27 domain of 7-deoxy okadaic
acid retains some activity against PP1, displaying an
800-fold decrease in potency, while exhibiting only a 50-
fold decrease in PP2A inhibition. On the other hand,
the C16-C38 fragment showed activity at neither PP1
nor PP2A (IC50s > 1 mM).97 These results highlight the
importance of the C28-C38 hydrophobic domain for
potent inhibition of PP1 and PP2A and that this domain
is insufficient for activity. The hydrophobic domain is
more crucial to the inhibition of PP1 than PP2A.

Inspection of tautomycin immediately reveals analogy
to cantharidin since they both possess constrained
anhydrides. Replacement of the C1′ substituent with a
methyl ester renders the analogue inactive; a smilar
trend is observed after deoxygenation or â-elimination
of the C22-hydroxyl substituent.97,98

As a result of >60 known microcystins, and the
solving of a Microcystin-LR/PP1 cocrystal, a reasonably
detailed SAR profile is available.91,99-106 Saturation of
the dehydro-amino residue has little, if any, effect on
inhibition; esterification of the Glu residue is detrimen-
tal to inhibition;100 and the Adda side chain plays an
important role in phosphatase inhibition by microcystins
since hydrogenation or ozonolysis of the alkenoic posi-
tions attenuates activity as does the presence of a cis

Table 6. Summary of the Contacts between the Okadaic Acid
Class of Inhibitors, DARPP-32, and the Catalytic Site Residues
of PP1 and PP2A90 a

inhibitor
contacting

group
PP1

residue(s)
PP2A

residue(s)

cantharidic acid 7-O (bridging) Tyr-272 Tyr-261,
Tyr-263

C3-COO- Arg-96 Arg-87
C3-COO- Tyr-134 Tyr-123
C2-Me His-248 His-237

okadaic acid C24-OH Arg-221 Arg-210
C27-OH Arg-221 Arg-210
C10-Me Tyr-272 Tyr-263
C13-Me Phe-276 -
C29-Me Tyr-134 Tyr-123
C2-OH Arg-96 Arg-87
C7-OH - Arg-264
C2-Me His-248 His-237

DARPP-32 Arg-38 Glu-252,
Glu-256

Glu-242

Arg-39 Asp-210,
Asp-212

Asp-200,
Asp-201

tautomycin C25-Me Tyr-272 Tyr-261,
Tyr-263

C19-Me Phe-276 -
C18-OH Glu-275 -
C7-Me Tyr-134 Tyr-123
C3-Me Trp-206 Trp-196
C1′(O) Arg-221 Arg-210
C22-OH Arg-221 Arg-264

calyculin C36-NMe2 Glu-256 Glu-242
C27-N Asp-208 Asp-198
C34-OH Asp-210 Asp-200
C35-OH Asp-212 Asp-201
C11-OH,

C13-OH
Arg-221 Arg-210

a Differential points of contact are highlighted in boldface type
for PP1 and italic type for PP2A; highlighted residues are those
which are either nonconserved or do not correspond to the same
residues in both proteins.
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(rather than trans) geometry about the ∆6 double
bond.101,102 However, the replacement of the C9 methoxy
with a C9 acetoxy or C9 hydroxyl has no effect.103-105

Like the microcystins, the nodularins also have vari-
able regions. In these instances, esterification of the
isoglutamate carboxyl destroys activity, change of
Adda’s -OMe to -OH decreases toxicity 2-fold, chang-
ing D-MeAsp to D-Asp results in no loss of activity, and
isomerisim of Adda’s trisubstituted olefin from E to Z
abolishes activity as does scission of the macrocycle
between the L-Arg and Adda.100

Although sharing similar biological properties, im-
portant functional differences between the microcystins
and nodularins have been identified. One difference is
in the interaction with PP1c and PP2Ac. Although both
toxins initially bind noncovalently and inhibit these
enzymes, microcystin-LR, -LA, and -LL undergo a
secondary time-dependent interaction with the phos-
phatase. In contrast, nodularin or motuporin do not bind
covalently to PP1c or PP2Ac.48

Modeling studies of PP1 and PP2A (described above)90

have resulted in the synthesis of four microcystin-LA
analogues.91 Table 7 summarizes the effect of these
structural modifications on PP1 and PP2A inhibition.
This work produced the most selective PP1 small
peptidic molecule (22) inhibitor yet reported (7-fold).
Importantly, this analogue also maintained high po-
tency although it is not likely to be cell permeable, thus
limiting its use. However, it does represent the first
occurrence of computer assisted design of an inhibitor
of either PP1 or PP2A, thus paving the way for further
modifications, with greater potency and selectivity.
Indeed of all the phosphatase inhibitors reported to
date, only one, phosphatidic acid, can lay claim to being
a specifc and selective inhibitor of PP1.107

Calyculins A-H are equally potent for both PP1 and
PP2A. Of the few semisynthetic analogues that have
been explored, decahydrocalyculin retains activity but
the C11-C13 acetonide has an IC50 of >1 mM.108,109

In an attempt to adopt a combinatorial approach to
the development of PP1 and PP2A inhibitors, Wipf et
al. developed a basic pharmacophore (Figure 1).110

As a result of the pharmacophore shown in Figure 1,
a total of 18 analogues based on the parent compound
26 were synthesized.

These studies gave rise to a number of analogues that
inhibited PP1 and PP2A by >50% at 100 µM, which
represents a moderate lead compound in this area.
Analogues 27-29 showed the greatest inhibition of
PP2A (IC50 <100 µM). Both 27 and 28 were cytotoxic
to human breast carcinoma cells (MDA-MB-231) with
an IC50 of <100 µM. Analogue 28 did not suppress cell
proliferation significantly; however, 27 displayed clas-
sical concentration-dependent inhibition of proliferation
in MDA-MB-231 cells. Flow cytometry indicated block-
age at the G1 checkpoint of the cell cycle. Interestingly,
29, which blocked PP2A activity, did not appear to be
cytotoxic. This lack of biological activity may be due to
poor cell permeability.110

Table 7. Comparison of the IC50 (nM) Values of Synthetic
Microcystin LA and the Microcystin Analogues toward the
Purified Catalytic Subunits of PP1 and PP2A91

inhibition
(IC50 nM)

inhibitor R R′ R′′ R′′′ PP1c PP2Ac
PP1

selectivity

microcystin-
LA
(synthetic)

H CH(CH3)2 CH3 dCH2 0.3 0.3 1

22 H c-Hex Me CH2 0.52 3.4 7
23 H i-Pro c-Hex H 0.8 1.5 2
24 H i-Pro Me H 0.8 1.5 2
25 NH3

+ i-Pro Me CH2 3 9 3

Figure 1. Basic pharmacophore developed by Wipf et al. for
the development of PP1 and PP2A inhibitors.
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Cantharidin, being by far the simplest inhibitor yet
discovered, sparked a brief flurry of SAR reports. It is
believed that for efficient binding the anhydride ring
opens to the corresponding dicarboxylate, which sits
inside the active site of both PP1 and PP2A.111-118

We and others had shown that any attempt to modify
the anhydride of cantharidin which would prevent ring
opening removes all inhibitory activity.113 Modifications
of the 7-O bridgehead are also not tolerated.116 It has
been suggested that the presence of the proximal methyl
substituent (relative to the carboxylates) preorganizes
or conformationally restricts the resultant conforma-
tions available to the diacid, thus increasing its inhibi-
tory action.48 This idea is reinforced by the observation
that norcantharidin (36), the demethylated analogue,
is 14-fold less active than the parent compound. Ad-
ditionally, numerous studies have shown that substiti-
tion at the C1/C4 bridgeheads and the introduction of
bulky groups at C5 are also delitereous to inhibition of
PP2A. To date, there have been no published reports of
any modifications that improve either the potency or
the selectivity of cantharidin analogues. However, re-
cent work from within our laboratory has indicated that
marginal increases in PP2A selectivity via anhydride
modified cantharidin analogues are possible, Table 8.117

Additionally, subsequent work from our laboratory
has resulted in the development a new class of PP1 and
PP2A inhibitors in which we have been able to maintain
inhibition and modify norcantharidin’s anhydride moi-
ety. Of this new class of compounds, the cantharimides,
only those possessing both a basic side chain and a free
carboxylate, displayed potency, with the two most potent
being the histidine containing 37 and 38.117

Tatlock et al.’s model of endothall (39) derivatives
bound to PP2B’s active site was generated by compu-

tational docking experiments and with information
generated from a low-resolution cocrystal structure.111

This model shows the dicarboxylic acid and the
bridgehead oxygen acting as anchors, interacting with
the catalytic site metals and surrounding residues. The
5-endo substitution appears to provide directionality
into a region of the protein with potential for reasonable
binding interactions. Attempts were made to mimic an
interaction observed between Phe-470 of the auto-
inhibitory domain and the active site, in particular, the
interaction between Phe-470 and a hydrophobic region
of the active site specific to PP2B.75 Of all the analogues
synthesized, 40 showed both the highest inhibition and
the greatest selectivity for interaction at PP2B (Ki(app)
) 0.5 µM, PP2B:PP1 ) 8), which represents a significant
improvement upon endothall’s inherent PP1 selectivity
(PP1 IC50 ) 4.0 µM; PP2B IC50 ) 11.5 µM). It was
suggested that the terminal phenyl ring of 40 binds in
a similar position and orientation as Phe-70. This
phenylalanine pocket is adjacent to PP2B Tyr-315. As
it stands, the model suggests that Tyr-315 hydroxyl
forms a hydrogen bond with the ester of the endothall-
based ligands. With PP1, the equivalent residue is a
Phe; PP2A, a Cys. The unconserved nature of this region
was postulated as a reason for the differences in
inhibitory effects, with no H-bonding opportunity present
within PP1. No data was presented for the PP2A
inhibitory effect; however, it is known that endothall
analogues are potent PP2A inhibitors although substi-
tutions at C5 are detrimental to PP2A inhibition.
Consequently, moderate to good selectivity for PP2B
versus PP2A is expected.

In a similar study, it was also reported that PP2B is
tolerant of modifications at the 5-endo position of
cantharidin analogues (it is believed that the dicarboylic
acid form is the active species in the inhibition of protein
phosphatases).112 This work synthesized a series of
skeletally modified cantharidin analogues, noting that
methyl substitution at C1 and C4 effectively removed
inhibitory effects at both PP1 and PP2A, while 41 still
weakly inhibited PP2B.

Reduction to one substituent at either C1 or C4 also
reduced PP1 and PP2A inhibition, with PP2B again

Table 8. Inhibition of Protein Phosphatases 1 and 2A by
Anhydride Modified Cantharidin Analogues
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more tolerant of these modifications. PP2B is tolerant
of substitution at C5. If both of these effects are additive,
it appears that a small group at either C1 or C4 in
conjunction with a larger group at C5, one that allows
for a hydrogen bonding interaction with Tyr-315, may
allow the development of more selective PP2B inhibi-
tors. We can summarize the known SAR data pertaining
to cantharidin analogues and the serine/threonine
protein phosphatases as shown in Figure 2.

Laidley et al. reported the first skeletally modified
cantharidin analogues (42) that maintained PP2A activ-
ity have been reported.118

Others have also explored cantharidin analogues in
an attempt to develop selective PP2B inhibitors,123 by
concentrating on modification of the anhydride. As a
result, a series of dicarboxylic acid analogues were
synthesized. No analogue showing PP2B selectivity was
reported. However, the transcription of IL-2 in lympho-
cytes, which has been shown to be a PP2B-dependent
process was examined.119 The results of this study are
shown in Table 9 and are compared with cyclosporin-
A.

The difference in activity between 36, 43, and 44 may
be due to the improved penetration of 44 into the
cytosol. Also of note, 44 shows a 20-fold selectivity
window between its inhibition of IL-2 transcription and
release and its cellular toxicity. Previously, a possible
immunosuppressive activity of 36, indicating inhibition
of lymphocyte proliferation and dose-dependent inhibi-
tion of a mixed lymphocyte reaction, was reported.120

Both of these processes are strongly affected by PP2B
inhibition, and even if other mechanisms are involved,
the inhibition is consistent with the data reported by
Pombo-Villar in Jurkat cells.113 However, an in vivo
study of cantharidin reported an increase in the spleen
lymphocyte proliferation and of IL-2 and IL-1 production
in mice. This may be due to the well-documented
irritant and inflammatory properties of cantharidin.121

Although there has been limited success in the
development of PP2B selective cantharidin analogues,
we have recently reported the development of 45 and
46 as the first two PP1 (versus PP2A) selective canthari-
din analogues, with PP1 selectivities of >40 and >30-
fold and micromolar potencies observed.122

Considerable synthetic efforts have been required for
the development of the SAR data presented herein. This
effort has been assisted by recent advances in synthetic
methodologies which have allowed the development of
modular approaches to some of the complex toxins
described herein, e.g., okadaic acid,123-136 7-deoxy oka-
daic acid,137 tautomycin,138-151 the microcystins/nodu-
larins/motuporins,152-170 the calyculins,171-215 thyrsiferyl-
23-acetate,216,217 fostriecin,218,219 cantharidins,220-224 thus
giving the medicinal chemist the ability to develop true
structure-activity studies of these species and to de-
velop combinatorial libraries utilizing the known toxins
as lead compounds. The development of more specific
and selective inhibitors will allow us to determine the
roles of individual phosphatases in biological environ-
ments.

Figure 2. Key features and potential structural modifications of cantharidin and observed consequences for inhibition of the
serine/threonine protein phosphatases. Note that cantharidin does not inhibit PP2C.

Table 9. Effect of Selected Cantharidin Analogues (and
Cyclosporin-A) on IL-2 Production in Jurkat Cellsa

a IC50 values of individual experiments. b Mean and standard
deviation of three experiments.
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5. Therapeutic Use of Protein Phosphatase
Inhibitors

The central role of protein phosphorylation/dephos-
phorylation in cellular regulation suggests that many
disease states will involve perturbation in the balance
between protein kinase and protein phosphatase activi-
ties. Given that many of the natural inhibitors of protein
phosphatases lead to elevated protein phosphorylation
levels within cells and in doing so alter associated
processes, protein phosphatases should be considered
attractive targets for novel drug design. The current
acknowledgment that protein phosphatases are inte-
grally associated with the regulation of many essential
cell functions implies that they may be fundamental to
the control of these functions. There are currently few
examples of a direct association of protein phosphatases
with disease, and clearly the credibility of these enzymes
as targets for drug design requires substantial and
continued validation. However, their role in modulating
key cell processes that are altered in diseased states
suggests that they are valid targets for the design of
suitable intervention strategies.

Neurological Disorders. The major members of the
PPP family are highly concentrated in brain and are
fundamental components of the complex matrix of
signaling pathways that control neuronal function.225

PP1 is widely distributed in neurons and has multiple
functions. Brain contains a specific homologue of I-1,
DARPP-32, which is highly concentrated in dopamin-
ergic neurons and has been linked with Parkinson’s
disease.5 DARPP-32 is phosphorylated in response to
dopaminergic receptor activation with consequential
inhibition of PP1. Mice lacking DARPP-32 have consid-
erably reduced responses to dopamine and display
corresponding locomotor defects equivalent to those seen
in Parkinson’s disease.226 Thus the targeted inhibition
of PP1 in these neurons is a potential strategy for
minimizing the symptoms associated with this disease.

PP1 is also integrally involved in two neuronal
processes that have been studied as a model for learning
and memory. Long-term potentiation (LTP) represents
the activity-dependent enhancement of synaptic efficacy
whereas long-term depression (LTD) is the activity-
dependent reduction of synaptic efficacy. LTP and LTD
represent the best experimental models for memory to
date. The role of PP1 in these processes appears to
predominantly involve I-1227 although the targeting of
PP1 to dendritic spines by spinophilin9 and other
unidentified proteins will clearly play a role in directing
the specificity of PP1 action in the neuron. Stimuli that
generate LTP were shown to facilitate PKA-mediated
activation of I-1, hence suppressing PP1.227 In contrast,
stimuli that lead to LTD result in activation of PP2B
which dephosphorylates and inactivates I-1.228 In this
way, I-1 and, by inference, PP1 activity appear to
mediate the state of activation of the synapse. Specific
inhibitors that modulate the activity of PP1 in this
system have therefore the potential to alter the short-
and long-term responsiveness of neuronal circuits. This
may have therapeutic application in maximizing recov-
ery following injury, enhancing learning, and ameliorat-
ing the negative effects of abnormal neuronal activity
arising from hyper-responsive states in chronic pain or
even drug abuse.

PP2B is highly enriched in hippocampal neurons and
localized along dendritic spines, consistent with its
proposed role in modulating LTP/LTD.229,230 PP2B has
limited substrates, and many of its roles have been
attributed to dephosphorylation of DARPP-32 (see
above) and activation of PP1. PP2B, because of its
limited substrates, may therefore represent a better
target for drug design (see immunosuppression below)
in modulating the key functions that involve PP1 rather
than PP1 itself, which has multiple actions. Moreover,
other substrates, such as dynamin 1,231 and the NMDA
receptor coupled calcium channels play key roles in
synaptic transmission and may therefore reflect a direct
role for PP2B in learning and memory.232 Overexpres-
sion of constitutively active PP2B in transgenic mice
produced deficits in long-term memory and a constraint
on LTP.233 PP2B also appears to play a role in mediating
the cytoskeletal rearrangements that occur with glu-
tamate receptor induced neurotoxicity since immuno-
suppressive agents that inhibit PP2B block the cyto-
skeletal changes.230

Functions for PP2A in brain remain unclear with its
role being inferred from its subcellular location and the
substrates that it is targeted toward. PP2A has multiple
locations in brain, with substantial proportions being
directed toward the cell membrane234 and cytoskel-
eton.235 Of particular clinical interest is the recent
implication that PP2A has a role in the etiology of
Alzheimer’s disease. A pool of PP2A is targeted toward
neuronal microtubules23 where it modulates the phos-
phorylation (and therefore function) of the key micro-
tubule proteins, τ and MAP2. Expression of a specific
inhibitor of PP2A (SV40 small t antigen) in neuronal
cell lines leads to hyperphosphorylation of τ which has
been proposed as a precipitating process in the neuro-
degeneration seen in Alzheimer’s disease.23 Moreover,
studies have shown that activity of PP2A (and PP2B)
toward the microtubule associated protein τ are reduced
in Alzheimer’s disease frontal cortex.236 Clearly, in this
case the role of the phosphatase is to restrain the levels
of τ phosphorylation such that the therapeutic use of
inhibitors will be counterproductive.

Metabolic Disorders. PP1 and PP2A are integrally
involved in the mediation of insulin action on carbo-
hydrate and lipid metabolism. More specifically, an
activation of PP1 and inactivation of PP2A accompany
insulin stimulation.237 Activation of PP1 occurs through
phosphorylation of its glycogen association regulatory
subunit while PP2A inactivation appears to be through
tyrosine phosphorylation of the catalytic subunit. Type-2
diabetes mellitus is characterized by a variation in
response to insulin (insulin resistance) and any one of
the molecules involved in the insulin signaling cascade
is a potential target for therapeutic drug design. Indeed,
studies of experimental models of diabetes demon-
strated a reduction of insulin stimulated PP1 and a
failure of insulin to inhibit PP2A activity.238 Further-
more, polymorphisms in the PP1 glycogen targeting
subunit have been associated with some forms of type
2 diabetes.239 While major attention focuses on identify-
ing the genetic mutations that lead to insulin resistance,
compensating for the effect of such mutations is also a
viable strategy. While the role of PP1 in the insulin
signaling cascade is reasonably well established, clearly
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drug mediated inhibition is most likely to enhance
insulin resistance rather than compensate for it. A more
likely target in the future would be to mimic the insulin-
stimulated blockade of PP2A activity. However, the role
of insulin-mediated PP2A inactivation in diabetes re-
mains to be determined.

Respiratory Disease and Allied Disorders. Cystic
fibrosis is a genetic disease causing defective transport
of chloride ions in cells of the lung and pancreas.
Inheritance of two of a range of defective alleles
produces a defective chloride channel (CFTR) and
subsequent overproduction of thick mucus. The CFTR
protein is regulation by phosphorylation and dephos-
phorylation at multiple sites. The application of general
protein phosphatase inhibitors resulted in activation of
CFTR channels from cells expressing both wild type
and, more importantly, a number of mutated CFTR
channels.240 While the recovery of function in mutated
channels was restricted to those that were expressed
at the cell membrane, this raises the possibility of
phosphatase-inhibition targeted therapy for the treat-
ment of at least some forms of CF. Recent studies show
that while a number of phosphatases can dephosphor-
ylate the CFTR channel, the PPM phosphatase PP2C
is specifically associated with it.241 Furthermore, inhibi-
tors of the PPP family do not prevent inactivation of the
channel, suggesting that PP2C is the predominant CF-
TR phosphatase.242 PP2C may therefore be an impor-
tant phosphatase to target for cystic fibrosis drug design.

The production of mucus in response to inflammatory
mediators is a common feature of many respiratory
disorders, including asthma. The human lung mast cell
plays the primary initial role in the inflammatory
response through the secretion of a number of inflam-
matory mediators. While phosphatase inhibitors are
known to inhibit mast cell secretion, recent research
indicates that PP2A is the principle phosphatase in-
volved in this process and may be central to its
control.243 More specifically, a cytosolic pool of PP2A is
transiently translocated to the cell membrane where it
is activated. The translocation and activation is es-
sential for secretion to occur, and altered rates of
translocation are strongly correlated with altered rates
of secretion. A detailed understanding of the mecha-
nisms underlying this translocation and activation is
required, and extended exposure of cells to phosphatase
inhibitors has deleterious effects on cell viability. How-
ever, selective inhibitors targeted toward this specific
pool of PP2A have great promise in preventing the
abnormal inflammatory response seen in many respira-
tory diseases.

Immunosuppression. Potent and selective inhibi-
tors of PP2B have attracted a great deal of their
attention recently; given PP2B’s crucial role in immu-
nosuppression, this is not surprising.244 It is known that
the clinically useful immunosuppressive agents FK-506
and cyclosporin-A bind to intracellular receptor proteins
and immunophilins and that this complex selectively
inhibits PP2B leading to the suppression of T-cell
proliferation. Interestingly in the absence of the
immunophilin-FK-506 (cyclosporin) complex, neither
FK-506 nor cyclosporin-A are inhibitors of PP2B.

Cyclolineopeptide-A (CLA, cyclo-[Pro2-Val-Leu-Ile2-
Leu-Phe2]) and its sulfonated analogue MC-172 were

recently isolated from linseed oil and are PP2B inhibi-
tors.54 Both these species show similar immunosuppres-
sant activity to cyclosporin-A and FK-506.245 It is
believed that the presence of CLA’s pair of cis-linked
proline residues is targeting the cyclosporin or FKBP-
12 family of peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerases (PPI-
ases). Consequently, targeting of the PPIases may in
turn give rise to a composite site with the ability to
inhibit PP2B.

Both CLA and MC-172 were able to inhibit DNA
synthesis at a concentration of >3 µM, while a linear
variant of CLA also inhibited DNA synthesis at higher
concentrations. Thus sulfonation of CLA (giving MC-
172) has no impact on inhibition but does improve
solubility (a limiting factor in the use of cyclosporin-A).
Additionally, CLA was able to inhibit dephosphorylation
in the presence of cyclophilin A but not in the presence
of FKBP-12. Furthermore, CLA inhibits PP2B phos-
phatase activity at 5-10 µM. MC-172 proved to be
equally effective, reinforcing the fact that the sulfonyl
group only improves solubility and does not interfere
with PP2B inhibition.54

More interestingly, cyclosporin-A/cyclophilin and FK-
506/FKBP-12 have quite different composite interfaces
and interact with PP2B at slightly different sites.246 It
appears that the CLA/cyclophilin interface shares no
obvious similarity with either the cyclosphorin-A or the
FK-506- cyclophilin interface.

In addition to their immunosuppressive properties,
FK-506 and cyclosporin-A have been reported to protect
against NMDA neurotoxicity, suggesting that the mode
of action may also involve PP2B inhibition.247 In turn,
the potential effect of FK-506 appears to involve func-
tional inhibition of NOS (nitric oxide synthase) by
blocking dephosphorylation. Thus NOS appears to be a
PP2B substrate whose PKC-mediated phosphorylation
is enhanced by FK-506. FK-506 may also inhibit the
dephosphorylation of Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent pro-
tein kinase or cyclic-nucleotide-dependent phosphory-
lation sites. The neuroprotective concentrations of FK-
506 diminish NMDA enhancement of cGMP levels,
which is NO-mediated.248-250 The extent of cGMP
inhibition brought about by FK-506 is about the same
as the inhibition produced by 100 µM nitroarginine.251

Even though FK-506 is a potent inhibitor of PP2B, it
is known to act at other sites such as steroid receptors,
and it is possible that it mediates some of its biological
effects via these receptors.252 However, cyclosporin-A
also protects against NMDA neurotoxicity, suggesting
that the neuroprotective effect occurs via PP2B inhibi-
tion. Dawson et al. hypothesized that FK-506 neuro-
protection also involves inhibition of NOS. The fact that
FK-506 increases phosphorylation of a number of pro-
teins indicates that other mechanisms may also play
some role.247

It is possible that the neuroprotective effect of FK-
506 (but not cyclosporin-A) may have an important
clinical role to play. Since both FK-506 and cyclospor-
in-A are extensively used in transplant surgery as
immunosuppressive agents and FK-506 crosses the
blood-brain barrier (whereas cyclosporin-A does not),
this explains the difference in their potential clinical use
as neuroprotective agents.253 In a liver transplant study
encompassing a total of 28 patients in two groups of 14,
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7 of 14 patients who received cyclosporin-A showed
cerebral ischaemia, whereas none of the 14 patients
receiving FK-506 showed such an effect. This suggests
that FK-506/immunophillin complexes (that inhibit
PP2B) may have therapeutic potential.254

Cancer Therapy. Cancer is a disease that manifests
as a result of excessive cell growth coupled with
inadequate cell death (apoptosis). By understanding the
role of protein phosphatases in the cell cycle and cell
death, we can better assess the potential of targeting
protein phosphatases as an anticancer therapy. Not
surprisingly, an intricate phosphorylation network in-
volving an interplay between kinases and phosphatases
regulates the cell cycle.255-260 While the role of kinases
has been extensively examined, the function of phos-
phatases has lagged behind somewhat. In yeast and
drosophila, mutations in the genes controlling PP1 and
PP2A expression result in a variety of defects in mitosis,
exemplifying the role of protein phosphatases in the cell
cycle.257 Yeast PP1 mutants are unable to complete
anaphase successfully and unable to instigate chromo-
some segregation, while PP1 overexpression is lethal.
In drosophila, PP1 mutants die at the larval-pupal
boundary as a result of defective spindle organization,
abnormal sister chromatid segregation, hyperploidy,
and excessive chromosome condensation, as well as a
delay in progression through mitosis. Yeast PP2A
deficient mutants are not viable; however, mutants
lacking one of the PP2A subunits display defects in cell
septation and separation, and the cells become multi-
nucleated, while in drosophila it leads to abnormal
anaphase resolution.

The cell cycle involves four phases. The first gap (G1)
is followed by a phase of DNA synthesis (S-phase); this
is followed by a second gap (G2) which in turn is followed
by mitosis (M) which produces two daughter cells in G1.
There are two major control points in the cell cycle, one
late in G1, and the other at the G2/M boundary. The
periodic association of different cyclins with different
cyclin-dependent kinases (cdk) has been shown to drive
different phases of the cell cycle; thus cdk4-cyclin D1
drives cells through mid G1, cdk2-cyclin E drives cells
in late G1, cdk2-cyclin A controls entry into S-phase, and
cdk1-cyclin B drives the G2/M transition. The activities
of these kinases depend on cyclin binding, phosphory-
lation state, and interactions with cdk-inhibitory pro-
teins, such as p15, p16, p18, p19, p21, p27, and p57.258

(i) Cdk/Cyclin Activation. Cdk/cyclin complexes
regulate the progression of cells through the cell cycle.
The activation of which requires the phosphorylation
of a conserved threonine residue (T161) by the cdk-

activating kinase (CAK), as well as the removal of
inhibitory phosphorylations. Wee1 and Myt1 kinases
catalyze the addition of the inhibitory phosphorylation
on tyrosine 15 (Y15) and threonine 14 (T14), respec-
tively, while cdc25A, B, or C phosphatases catalyze their
removal.261 PP2A activates Wee1 via the removal of
inhibitory phosphates262 and inactivates cdc25s by
removal of stimulatory phosphates.256,263 PP2A can also
dephosphorylate the conserved threonine residue (T161)
directly inactivating the cdk/cyclin complex.264 Col-
lectively, PP2A inhibits the activation of cdk/cyclin
complexes by inhibiting CAK activity, inhibiting cdc25
activity, stimulating Wee1 activity, and/or dephos-
phorylating the threonine residue on the cdk/cyclin
complex (Figure 3). It is not surprising that PP2A
inhibitors such as okadaic acid, fostriecin, and canthari-
din have been shown to stimulate cell cycle progression
and induce premature mitosis.265-268 Similarly, over-
expression of cdc25 in cells that lack Wee1 causes
mitotic catastrophe characterized by multiple divisions
without completion of DNA synthesis.256

(ii) G1/S Phase Progression. During cell cycle
progression, the G1/S checkpoint is predominantly regu-
lated by the cdk4/2-cyclin D/E complexes, which mediate
their effects by phosphorylating and inactivating the
tumor suppressor protein retinoblastoma (pRb). The
phosphorylation of pRB prevents it from interacting
with the S-phase transcription factor E2F, which con-
trols the transcription of proteins needed for DNA
synthesis. Therefore, the inactivation of pRB by phos-
phorylation permits entry into the S-phase of the cell
cycle. This progression can be inhibited by the dephos-
phorylation of pRB by PP1 (Figure 4).269-271 The phos-
phatase responsible appears to be PP1 rather than
PP2A as the selective inhibition of PP1 by tautomycin
maintained pRb in a highly phosphorylated state, while
the selective inhibition of PP2A by okadaic acid and
calyculin A decreased pRb phosphorylation.271 However,
others have shown okadaic acid to increase the pRb

Figure 3. Cdk/cyclin activation.

Figure 4. Phosphorylation of retinoblastoma protein.
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phosphorylation.267,272 This confusion arises due to the
lack of truly specific protein phosphatase inhibitors and
differing activities of protein phosphatases in cells.
Nonetheless, PP1 is still described as a negative regula-
tor of the cell cycle, the inhibition of which enhances
cell cycle progression.

Clearly, additional mechanisms are required to con-
trol (stimulate or inhibit) movement through the cell
cycle. Figure 4 illustrates such a mechanism where cdk’s
counteract the growth suppressive action of hypophos-
phorylated pRb by catalyzing the phosphorylation of
pRb. This kinase family also inhibits PP1 activity via
direct phosphorylation.273 Throughout most of the cell
cycle, including the G2/M-phase, this state of pRb-
hyperphosphorylation and PP1-inhibition is maintained.
However, during late mitosis PP1 is reactivated, which
in turn stimulates the growth suppressive action of pRb
during the subsequent G1-phase of the cell cycle.

(iii) Mitosis. While the late mitotic activation of PP1
is required for the dephosphorylation of pRb, it is also
involved in the dephosphorylation of other mitotic
proteins. Mitosis is a multi-stage process involving
chromosome condensation, nuclear membrane disinte-
gration, reorganization of cytoplasmic microtubules,
spindle formation, chromatid separation, nuclear mem-
brane reassembly, and cytokinesis, intricately controlled
by protein phosphorylation. The multitude of reactions
in the cell cycle controlled by phosphatase activity
exemplifies the importance of this family of proteins in
cell cycle progression.

In this context, in order for mitosis to occur the
nuclear envelope disassembles and subsequently reas-
sembles at the completion of mitosis, a process con-
trolled by kinase and phosphatase action, respectively.
The primary constituent of the nuclear envelope are
lamins, which are members of the intermediate filament
family, the phosphorylation status of which dictates the
stability of the nuclear envelope. Hyperphosphorylation
by protein kinase A, protein kinase C, and or cdk at the
beginning of mitosis prevents the polymerization of
lamin and results in disassembly, while hypophos-
phorylation by PP1 during the late anaphase/early
telophase triggers reassembly.274 In this context, phos-
phatase inhibition by okadaic acid has been shown to
stimulate nuclear envelope breakdown in oocytes.275

Phosphorylation also mediates the stability of micro-
tubules, which participate in the internal skeleton of
the cell and the formation of mitotic spindles which
mediates the segregation of chromosomes during ana-
phase of the cell cycle. The assembly and function of
microtubules are dependent on their interaction with
microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs), phosphoryla-
tion of which by MAP-kinases reduces this interaction.
Conversely, protein phosphatases (predominantly PP1)
dephosphorylate MAPs, resulting in increased micro-
tubule assembly and stability.276 The mechanism in-
volved is not clear as the protein phosphatases may
interact directly with the MAPs or indirectly by kinase
inactivation. The latter may be the case as okadaic acid
and calyculin A induce the selective breakdown of stable
microtubules277 and stimulate MAP kinase activity.272

Another important process during mitosis is the
equatorial alignment of the DNA during the metaphase.
In this reaction, the centromeric DNA binds to the

DNA-protein complex known as the kinetochore which
in turn binds to the microtubules of the mitotic spindle.
The microtubule binding activity, but not the centro-
meric DNA binding activity, of the kinetochore complex
is stimulated by PP1 and inhibited by opposing kinase
activity.278 Saccharomyces cerevisiae PP1 mutants ex-
hibit low kinetochore-microtubule binding activity and
a high frequency of chromosome loss as well as G2/M
arrest presumably as a result of activation of the spindle
checkpoint.278 Okadaic acid and microcystin also prevent
kinetochore binding to spindle microtubules278 and
induce G2/M arrest.279

The stability of other intermediate filament proteins
including desmin and vimentin are also controlled by
phosphorylation. At the cleavage furrow during cytoki-
nesis, desmin and vimentin are phosphorylated by Rho
kinase, which disrupts the filaments and allows for the
segregation of intermediate filaments into daughter
cells. Conversely, PP1 hyperphosphorylates these pro-
teins allowing the filaments to repolymerize.280 Okadaic
acid and calyculin A have both been shown to phos-
phorylate desmin and vimentin filaments resulting in
their collapse.281

(iv) Negative Regulators of the Cell Cycle. PP1
and PP2A are often classified as negative regulators of
the cell cycle and therefore play an important role in
cellular proliferation and differentiation. Such a conclu-
sion is drawn from numerous observations where pro-
tein phosphatase inhibition results in enhanced cell
growth including the stimulation of nonproliferating
cells as well as tumor promotion.267,272 For example, the
treatment of quiescent hamster and human fibroblast
cells with low doses of sodium o-vanadate or okadaic
acid (<1 nM) allowed 30-40% of cells to progress from
G0-G1 arrest to S-phase.272 This was accompanied by
phosphorylation of pRb and MAP-kinase proteins, as
well as induction of the cdc2 (cdk-1) protein.272 Similar
concentrations of okadaic acid have also been shown to
stimulate the growth of rat thyroid cells and involve
increased cdk2 protein levels and increased pRb phos-
phorylation.267 In these studies, the growth stimulatory
effect of TSH in these cells was also potentiated in the
presence of okadaic acid, as indicated by a 3.5-fold
increase in DNA synthesis and enhanced G1-S phase
transition.267 Okadaic acid268,282 and fostriecin265 have
also been shown to induce premature mitosis and
premature DNA condensation in various cell lines.

In addition to these natural toxins, other inhibitors
of protein phosphatases including the small t viral
antigen of the simian DNA virus (SV40) and the
endogenous inhibitor SET have also been implicated in
enhancing cell cycle progression. In this context, SV40
infection has been shown to stimulate DNA synthesis
and growth of senescent cells283 and is often used as a
tool in the laboratory to transform nondividing cells. The
intracellular target of the small t antigen is PP2A,
binding of which inhibits PP2A activity, which stimu-
lates MAP kinase and PKC ú pathways, activates the
transcriptional activator NF-κB, and induces cell pro-
liferation.284,285 The SET protein is a natural endog-
enous protein phosphatase inhibitor,19 the overexpres-
sion of which has been observed in the childhood renal
disease known as Wilm’s tumor286 and leukaemia.19 The
SET protein is normally expressed at greater levels in
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the developing kidney than in the fully differentiated
mature kidney; therefore, it is not surprising that
abnormal expression of SET is found in this childhood
tumor type but not in renal cell carcinoma, adult
polycystic kidney disease, or in transitional cell carci-
noma.288

In keeping with the role of PP1 and PP2A as negative
regulators of the cell cycle, okadaic acid, microcystin,
and calyculin A have been shown to induce tumor
promotion in tissues intitiated with various agents such
as dimethylbenzantharacene, methyl-nitro-nitroguani-
dine, or diethylnitrosoamine, in a manner different to
that of phorbol esters.287,288 These tumors show ras
mutations and vimention hyperphosphorylation. In
contrast, tautomycin which shares the same biochemical
and biological activity of okadaic acid in vitro and in
vivo fails to induce tumor promotion. Cantharidin also
fails as both a tumor promotor and a carcinogen. In this
context, cantharidin has been used topically (0.7%) as
an anti-wart treatment since the early 1970s with no
adverse effects.289 Thus the role of protein phosphatases
as negative regulators of the cell cycle is somewhat
contentious and may only truly apply to certain stages
of the cell cycle. For example, various phosphatase
inhibitors (okadaic acid and cantharidin) stimulate cell
cycle progression from G1- to S-phase, but they also
inhibit key mitotic events resulting in G2 arrest.290 Thus,
the acceleration of the cell cycle appears to only occur
during the first pass through the cell cycle and does not
result in continued accelerated proliferation. This is
further exemplified by the observation that PP2A
stimulates the expression of cdk-1 and inhibits its
action.291

In view of the role of PP1 and PP2A as negative
regulators of the cell cycle it would appear that the use
of protein phosphatase inhibitors as anticancer agents
would be counterintuitive and stimulate cell growth
rather than inhibit it. However, protein phosphatase
inhibitors are lethal in a wide range of cancer cell types
(detailed below) and have been clinically used to treat
cancers. Although protein phosphatase inhibitors stimu-
late movement through the cell cycle, it is at an aberrant
pace, and the cell reaches the mitotic stage before the
cellular machinery required for mitosis is arranged and
the cell dies.268 Therefore, the use of PP1 and PP2A
inhibitors in the treatment of cancers is likened to
“fighting fire with fire”.

(v) Anticancer Activity of Protein Phosphatase
Inhibitors. Clearly protein phosphatases are critical
players in the cell cycle, the inhibition of which is a
powerful therapeutic tool, particularly in the treatment
of cell-cycle-dependent diseases such as malignant
disease. In this context, the protein phosphatase inhibi-
tors have been examined in the oncology arena with the
potential exploitation as anticancer agents.

Both calyculin A and okadaic acid show strong
anticancer activity in the murine leukaemia cell line,
L1210,64 and in human leukaemia cell lines including
K562, HL60, and an adriamyosin-resistant variant of
HL60 (HL60/ADR).292 In these cell lines, calyculin A
cytotoxicity (GI50 1.75 µM), was 10 times greater than
that of okadaic acid. Similarly in mouse neuroblastoma
cells (N1E-115), the cytotoxicity of calyculin A (GI50 2.6
nM, 24 h) was greater than that of okadaic acid (GI50

31 nM, 24 h), cantharidin (GI50 3.9 µM, 24 h), and
mycrocystin LR (GI50 >5 µM, 24 h).293 While the in vitro
potency of these inhibitors dictates the intracellular
cytotoxicity, membrane permeability is equally impor-
tant. In this context, calyculin A and okadaic acid are
both cell permeable; however, okadaic acid accumulates
relatively slowly within cells, while mycrocystin-LR is
not readily cell permeable.293 Interestingly, cancer cell
lines with induced resistance to okadaic acid show
alterations in protein phosphatase activity, increased
expression of P-glycoprotein (multi-drug resistance phe-
notype), and cross resistance to cisplatin and nitrogen
mustard.294,295 P-glycoprotein is a membrane associated
pump that extrudes intracellular toxins and is charac-
teristic of the multidrug resistance phenotype. While
calyculin A and okadaic acid are clearly cytotoxic to
cancer cell lines, the potency and toxicity is so great that
they are not candidates for the in vivo arena. Notwith-
standing this, the selectivity of these agents is invalu-
able in the elucidation of the intracellular role of protein
phosphatases in malignant disease. Of the remaining
natural protein phosphatase inhibitors, fostriecin and
cantharidin hold the most promise as therapeutic agents
in the treatment of malignant disease.

Fostriecin was initially screened by the NCI (U.S.
National Cancer Institute) as a potential anticancer
agent and entered phase I clinical trials on the basis of
its ability to inhibit topoisomerase II (previously named
CI-920). However, it was later shown to be a more
potent protein phosphatase inhibitor; as a result, data
pertaining to this action is lacking from preclinical
studies. Nonetheless, in vitro fostriecin shows cytotoxic
activity in a number of tumor cell lines including L1210
murine human leukaemia (GI50 of 0.21 µg/mL, 72 h
exposure) and HCT-8 colon cells (GI50 2.3 µg/mL, 96 h
exposure).296 In 53 cancer cell lines from the NCI cancer
screen, fostriecin produced GI50 values in the low
micromolar range (0.6-10 µM, 48 h) (Developmental
Therapeutics Program, NCI). In other studies using the
colony forming assay, fostriecin (10 µg/mL, continuous
or 1 h) after 14-18 days in culture was active in 25 of
98 (26% response) human tumors of ovarian, breast,
lung, and colon origin as well as Hodgkin’s lymphoma
and acute myelocytic leukaemia, with the greatest
response occurring with the breast, ovarian, and lung
cancers. Interestingly a lower dose of 1 mg/mL for 1 h
produced a greater response (35%, 15 of 43 tumors) than
a higher concentration of 10 µg/mL for 1 h (23%, 11 of
47 tumors) or 10 µg/mL as a continuous exposure (27%,
14 of 51 tumors).297 When the antitumor response rate
of fostriecin (35%) was tested against other anticancer
drugs, it was shown to be among the most active drugs,
at concentrations of 1/10 their maximal plasma level in
humans, including BNCU, 33%; bisantrene, 38%; bleo-
mycin, 13%; cis-platin, 9%; cyclophosphamide, 36%;
doxorubicin, 18%; echinomycin, 0%; etoposide, 13%;
5-fluorouracil, 14%; hexamethylelamine, 60%; mel-
phalan, 22%; methotrexate, 44%; MGBG, 17%; mito-
mycin C, 21%; mitoxantrone, 0%; vinblastine, 21%;
vincristine, 25%.295

In vivo Fostriecin is also active against the L1210 and
P388 leukaemias but had little effect against solid
mouse tumors or against the human tumor xenografts
including Ridgway osteogenic sarcoma, B16 melanoma,
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Lewis lung carcinoma, the CX-1 colon carcinoma, MX-1
mammary carcinoma, and LX-1 lung carcinoma, CD8F1
mammary adenocarcinoma, colon 38 adenocarcinoma,
M5076 sarcoma, and 16/C mammary adenocarcino-
ma.295 Fostriecin utilizes the reduced folate carrier
system in order to enter the cells; it is also an inhibitor
and irreversible inactivator of this carrier system. In
this context, the inactivity of fostriecin in solid tumors
in mice is believed to be caused by the lack of adequate
transport, a phenomenon also observed for methotrexate
in mice.296,298

Four phase 1 clinical trials with fostriecin have been
initiated and coordinated by the NCI.299 Only one has
been completed, where fostriecin was administered iv
over 60 min on days 1-5 at 4 week intervals (2-20 mg/
m2/day) in 20 patients.300,301 No tumor responses were
observed, but the plasma concentration reached in
patients was insufficient to induce significant growth
inhibition when tested in vitro; the maximum tolerated
dose was not reached.301 The instability and short half-
life (0.36 h) of fostriecin may account for the lack of
response (see below). The predominant toxicities were
elevated liver transaminases (grade 4) and serum
creatinine (grade 2), which were fully reversible. Other
toxicities included nausea/vomiting (grade 1-2), fever,
and mild fatigue, and almost no haematologic toxicity
was observed.

Structurally modified analogues of fostriecin have
been produced and screened for anticancer activity,
Table 10. As a result of these studies, it has been found
that the unsaturated lactone and phosphate ester
moieties are required for anticancer activity, while ring
hydroxylation or removal of the terminal hydroxyl group
have only modest effects on activity.296 The fostriecin
structure is oxidatively unstable and loses much of its
cellular activity within 30 min of incubation in culture
medium,265 and a similar half-life (0.36 h) was observed
in patient plasma.301 In patients a metabolite of fos-
triecin was also detected in the plasma and urine which
was possibly the dephosphorylated analogue.301

Cantharidin is another protein phosphatase inhibitor
with anticancer activity. Cantharidin has been shown
to be active in cervical, tongue, ginival, neuroblastoma,
bone, leukaemia, ovarian, and colon cancer cell lines
cells.114,290,293,302-304 Such growth inhibitory assays pro-
duced GI50 values in the low micromolar range of 1.5 to
15 µM. Cantharidin is also active in ovarian, melanoma,
and epidermoid carcinoma (originally from primary

tumor of the larynx) biopsies, but it is less active in
cancer biopsies of lung, adenocarcinoma, pancreas,
breast, cervix, mesothelioma, or sarcoma tumors.305

Importantly, cantharidin in contrast to okadaic acid is
not a substrate for P-glycoprotein.306 Cells expressing
this multidrug-resistant phenotype (LoVo adenocarci-
noma cells made resistant to doxorubicin) were resistant
to okadaic acid and 2-fold more sensitive to cantharidin
when compared with the parental LoVo cells.306

The first recorded clinical use of cantharidin as an in
vivo anticancer agent was in 1264 AD.303 Cantharidin
has been used in China for the treatment of hepatoma
and oesophageal carcinoma.303 Interestingly, clinical
trials involving cantharidin have shown this agent to
stimulate the bone marrow production of white cells.
This is in contrast to most other anticancer drugs that
have the unwanted side effect of inducing myelosup-
pression, which leaves the patients more susceptible to
infection. Although cantharidin is cytotoxic to cancer
cells and stimulatory on the bone marrow, the urinary
toxicity of this drug has prevented its use in mainstream
oncology.

Norcantharidin, the demethylated analogue of can-
tharidin, displays similar protein phosphatase inhibition
(IC50 PP1 ) 2.0 µM, PP2A ) 0.4 µM)114 to cantharidin
and also possesses anticancer activity; however, the
urinary toxicity characteristic of cantharidin treatment
is absent.303 Norcantharidin is active in vitro against
HeLa, CaEs-17, Bel-7402, SMMC-7721 human hepato-
ma, CHO Chinese hamster ovarian and HEP-2 human
epidermoid laryngocarcinoma, HL60 human leukaemia,
and K-562 human leukaemia cell lines.303 In our own
laboratory, norcantharidin induced GI50 values ranging
from 13 to 47 µM after 72 h exposure, which on average
was 4-fold greater than that for cantharidin.114,290

Interestingly, methotrexate- and piritrexim-resistant
K-562 leukaemia cells were more sensitive to nor-
cantharidin than the parental K-562 cells,307 indicating
that norcantharidin-induced cytotoxicity was not medi-
ated by inhibition of dihydrofolate reductase. Further-
more, norcantharidin was still active against piritrexim-
resistant cells which exhibit the multidrug-resistant
phenotype, indicating that norcantharidin is also not a
substrate for the P-glycoprotein transporter system.307

Norcantharidin has been used in vivo in the treat-
ment of primary hepatoma, esophageal, gastric, and
cardia carcinomas.303 Norcantharidin increased the
mean survival time of 285 reported cases with primary
hepatoma from 4.7 to 11.1 months, and the 1 year
survival rate from 17 to 30%, as compared to 102
patients treated with conventional chemotherapy (5FU,
hydroxycamptotherine, vincristine, thiophosphoramide,
and mitomycin).303 As with cantharidin, norcantharidin
not only failed to induce myelosuppression but also
induced haemopoiesis via bone marrow stimulation.308

This in vivo response was transient, lasting one week
with the white blood count returning to normal following
chronic administration. Interestingly, in mice, nor-
cantharidin has been shown to block the leukopenia
caused by cyclophosphamide;303 therefore, such an agent
may antagonize myelosuppression induced by other
chemotherapeutic agents.

Other cantharidin analogues have been synthesized
by Wang and screened for anticancer activity, and

Table 10. Structural Modifications and Antitumor Properties
of Fostriecin Analogues in L1210 Leukaemia and HCT-8 Colon
Cancer Cell Lines299

GI50
a (µg/mL)

compd R1 R2 R3 R4 L1210 HCT-8

9 H PO3
2- H OH 0.21 2.3

47 H PO3
2- H H 0.22 1.5

48 OH PO32- H OH 0.83 4.2
49 Hb PO3

2- H OH >1.0 56
50 H H H OH 2.5 3.7

a GI50 concentration of drug that will reduce tumor cell growth
to 50% of the control value. Adapted from ref 299. b Open lactone.
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pharmacokinetics including disodium cantharidate, di-
sodium norcantharidate, dehydronorcantharidin, hy-
drocantharidimide, and methylcantharidimide, all of
which show anticancer activity.303 The ease with which
norcantharidin is synthesized compared with canthari-
din renders this family of compounds more favorable
for development as anticancer agents with potentially
fewer toxic side effects than the parent compound. In
this regard we have recently reported the development
of a series of cantharidin analogues (30-35) that show
promise as selective colon tumor anticancer agents,
particularly 32, Table 11.114

Not surprisingly, the in vitro protein phosphatase
inhibitory action of these agents does not consistently
parallel the in vivo cytotoxicity for various reasons,
including differing protein phosphatase selectivity, mem-
brane permeability, stability, and the potential for other
intracellular targets. However, the ability of particular
analogues to selectively target the colon tumor types is
very intriguing and clearly warrants further develop-
ment.

(vi) Drug Combination Therapy. While the syn-
thesis and development of new single agent anticancer
therapies has been the normal practice for organic
chemists/oncologists in the past, it is clearly evident that
the chemotherapy of the future will undoubtedly be
based upon combinatory treatment. For example, the
ability of protein phosphatase inhibitors to force cells
prematurely through the cell cycle is intriguing when
such agents are coupled with an agent that induces
DNA damage. Such a synergistic response may force
DNA damaged cells pass cell cycle checkpoints and
directly into lethal mitosis. Such therapies may also
target the more aggressive tumor types, which inher-
ently have alterations in cell cycle checkpoint control
including colon and nonsmall cell lung cancers.

A number of protein phosphatase inhibitors including
okadaic acid, fostriecin, and cantharidin have all been
shown to accelerate movement through the cell cycle
and/or to abrogate either the G1 or G2 checkpoints,
forcing cells prematurely into mitosis.265,268,272,282,309 We
have also shown cantharidin (25 µM) to accelerate
movement of L1210 leukaemia cells through the G1/S
interface as evident by an increase in the S-phase
population from 28 to 41% within 6 h; by 24 h G2/M
arrest predominated,290,310 and a similar response was
observed in HCT116 and HT29 colon cells.

Other agents have been shown to abrogate cell cycle
checkpoints induced in response to DNA damage in-
cluding nucleotide analogues (caffeine) and, interest-
ingly, protein kinase inhibitors such as UCN-01. This
kinase inhibitor has entered clinical trials as a combi-
nation treatment with radiation. Calyculin A (2.5-20
nM, 30 min) has been shown to substantially increase
the cytotoxicity of radiation treated BHK21 fibroblast

cells as determined by the colony forming assay.311 As
a single agent, this regime of calyculin A treatment was
relatively nontoxic. The mechanism of this radiosensi-
tization is not clear; however, calyculin A induces
chromatin condensation, an event known to influence
radiosensitivity. Interestingly, okadaic acid was less
effective than calyculin A at enhancing X-ray killing.266

In a final comment, Wilm’s tumor (childhood renal
disease) is characterized by the overexpression of the
endogenous protein phosphatase inhibitor SET and
interestingly this tumor type is one of only a few tumors
that can essentially be cured by chemotherapy. This
begs the question, is the enhanced sensitivity to che-
motherapy a result of inherently low protein phos-
phatase activity and if so can this be mimicked in other
tumor types using exogenous protein phosphatase in-
hibitors?

Apoptotic Cell Death. The role of protein phos-
phatases in apoptotic cell death is as intricate as that
for cell growth. Many, if not most, protein phosphatase
inhibitors including okadaic acid,312 calyculin A,312

thyrsiferyl 23-acetate,312 tautomycin,312 cantharidin,306

norcantharidin,314 nodularin,315 microcystin-LR,316 cy-
closporin A,316 FK506,316 and viral proteins (E4orf4)317,318

have all been shown to induce apoptotic cell death.
Although these agents undoubtedly induce cell death
via protein phosphatase inhibition, which results in a
multitude of cellular stresses, the downstream mecha-
nisms involved are not known. Such studies are con-
founded by the observation that many of these protein
phosphatase inhibitors also inhibit or reduce the sus-
ceptibility of cells to apoptosis including okadaic acid,
calyculin A, cantharidin, FK506, and cyclosporin A.319-321

The ability of protein phosphatase inhibitors to pre-
vent apoptosis and maintain cell survival appears to
involve alterations in the phosphorylation of key apo-
ptotic proteins. For example, the serine/threonine hy-
perphosphorylation of proteins such as pRb,322 bcl-xl,
and BAD (serine 112, 136)319,323,324 are linked with
decreased apoptosis (cell survival) while their dephos-
phorylation is linked with apoptotic cell death. The
activation of the antiapoptotic protein bcl-2 also appears
to be controlled by serine/threonine phosphorylation;
however, some studies have shown inactivation of bcl-2
by dephosphorylation325 while others have shown inac-
tivation of bcl-2 by phosphorylation.326 Furthermore,
bcl-2 overexpression prevents apoptosis induced by
okadaic acid327 but not nodularin or microcystin.315

Similar inconsistencies are observed for cyclosporin A
where its ability to inhibit apoptosis is reported to
involve the inhibition of the mitochondrial permeability
transition reaction, a key feature of apoptotic cell
death.328 However, in our own studies, cyclosporin A
failed to influence this reaction induced by the antime-
tabolite agent, Thymitaq.329 Clearly the role of protein

Table 11. GI50
a Values of Tumor Cell Lines after 72 h Continuous Exposure To Test Compounds 10, 30-36

GI50 values, µMtumor type
cell line 10 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

A2780b 10 ( 2 100 ( 10 185 ( 5 110 ( 10 538 ( 83 100 ( 20 375 ( 176 50 ( 0
ADDPb 11 ( 1.2 180 ( 8 330 ( 39 315 ( 65 323 ( 40 107 ( 9 535 ( 120 47 ( 3
143Bc 10 ( 1.2 118 ( 8 437 ( 37 450 ( 50 >1000 103 ( 17 >1000 43 ( 9
HCT116d 9 ( 1 76 ( 14 266 ( 9 75 ( 5 143 ( 23 80 ( 17 195 ( 5 24 ( 4
HT29d 6.4 ( 0.7 105 ( 5 243 ( 39 15 ( 4.5 28 ( 1 26 ( 8 41 ( 11 33 ( 7
a IC50 is the concentration that induces 50% growth inhibition compared with untreated control cells. b Ovarian. c Osteosarcoma. d Colon.
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phosphatase activity and apoptotic cell death is intri-
cate, with many of these responses dependent upon the
cell line understudy, the type of agent used to induce
apoptosis, not to mention the type and concentration of
the protein phosphatase inhibitor examined.

6. Conclusions and Future Directions
In this perspective review we dare to suggest that

serine and threonine protein phosphatases are a novel
medicinal target for the treatment of disease. The
identification of new targets and the development of new
therapies with appropriate therapeutic indices is an
arduous task. The therapeutic index defines the ratio
between the drug dose that achieves an effective disease
response versus that dose that induces toxicity. Clearly
the goal is to obtain a therapeutic index that is greater
than currently obtainable in the clinic with conventional
therapies. In this perspective review we have outlined
what is currently known of serine and threonine protein
phosphatases and their respective inhibitors. We have
identified various lead compounds which are potentially
amenable to further development and which may ulti-
mately be exploited in the treatment of Parkinson’s
disease, neuronal damage, diabetes, cystic fibrosis,
immunological disorders, and cancer. The identification
of these lead compounds will form the basis of more
rational mechanism-based design strategies, which will
serve to fine-tune their biologic activity.

This direction of research is clearly in its infancy. To
drive this area forward, various basic hurdles need to
be identified and overcome. For the medicinal chemist
this includes the complete characterization of the crystal
structure of each protein phosphatase so that unique
binding interactions can be identified. Until now, only
PP1, PP2B, and PP2C have been characterized. The
characterization of other family members will allow the
development of specific and selective inhibitors of these
targets enzymes, revolutionalizing studies into protein
phosphatase activity. Equally challenging for the bio-
chemist and clinician will be the identification and
characterization of the role of protein phosphatases in
biological systems and disease states. Numerous pitfalls
threaten the progress of developing new therapeutics
including poor solubility, unknown metabolism, exces-
sive early toxicity, ineffective route or schedule of
administration, inappropriate formulation, long-term
unpredicted toxicities, delays in clinical assessment, and
drug resistance. Nonetheless, newer agents afford novel
ways to mechanistically target diseases; the challenge
cannot be ignored.
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